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Over Recovery in Low Pressure
Sparkgaps—Confirmation of Pressure

Reduction in Over Recovery
K. V. Nagesh, P. H. Ron, G. R. Nagabhushana, and R. S. Nema

Abstract—The over recoveryin sparkgaps [1], [2] operating
along the left-hand side of Paschens’ characteristics is due to
pressure reduction in the gap after the first pulse discharge.
This pressure reduction leading to over recovery in low pressure
sparkgaps has been verified using a low pressure sparkgap with
two sparkgaps placed one above the other in the same chamber.
The breakdown voltage strength characteristics of the second
gap has been determined for gap spacings of 3.5 mm to 10
mm, diffusion of plasma in the direction of vacuum pumping
and opposite, at a pressure of 2.1 Pa for hydrogen gas. The
vacuum pumping direction has a great influence on the break-
down strength characteristics of second gap after the first gap
discharge. The breakdown voltage of the second gap can exceed
its self breakdown voltage only 1) when the diffusion of plasma
and vacuum pumping direction are same and 2) when the second
gap spacing is greater than or equal to first gap spacing. Shorter
gaps can always have breakdown voltage lower than or equal to
their self breakdown voltage. The experimental setups, behavior
of self breakdown voltages of second gap due to breakdown in the
first gap, over recovery characteristics of sparkgaps, the results,
and discussions are presented here.

Index Terms—Gas sparkgaps, low pressure discharges, low
pressure sparkgaps, over recovery, pressure reduction in over-
recovery, recovery times, sparkgap recovery, sparkgaps.

I. INTRODUCTION

T HE recovery of the sparkgap between the first and subse-
quent pulses is a very important phenomenon in repetitive

pulsed sparkgaps. The low pressure sparkgaps recover to
greater than their breakdown voltages of first pulse (FPBDV)
under certain conditions, and it is calledover recoveryin
these studies [1], [2]. This over recovery is due to pressure
reduction in the gap after the first pulse discharge. The
experiments to measure the pressure in the gap after discharge
are very complicated. However, the changes in pressure after
the discharge can be measured by 1) microwave interferometer
rated 100 GHz [3] or 2) laser interferometer [4] by scanning
the gap volume. Presently, the pressure reduction in low
pressure sparkgaps has been verified using a low pressure
sparkgap with two sparkgaps placed one above the other in
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the same chamber and reported here. The breakdown voltage
characteristics of the second gap influenced by the discharge
of the first gap has been determined for gap spacings of 3.5
mm to 10 mm, diffusion of plasma in the direction of vacuum
pumping and opposite, at a pressure of 2.1 Pa for hydrogen gas.
A two pulse system has been used to study these breakdown
voltage characteristics of low pressure sparkgaps with two
gaps. The first pulse is used to initiate discharge in one of the
gaps and a similar second pulse is used to probe the voltage
strength status (after discharge) in the other gap. The first pulse
discharge produces plasma in the sparkgap. This momentarily
increases the gap pressure and temperature to1.6 10 Pa
[5] and 5000 K [6] in the discharge column. The plasma
expands and diffuses in all direction. The pressure in the gap
volume of the sparkgaps reduces below the normal operating
pressure inversely to the temperature of the plasma. If the
plasma expansion supported by vacuum pumping dominates
the gas inlet, the pressure in the gap volume reduces below
normal pressure and results in over recovery in the same gap.
It results in breakdown voltage of the second gap changes to
greater than its normal self-breakdown voltage. It is assumed
that all ionizations from the discharge in the gap volume are
diffused to the walls by this time. If the temperature and
pressure have been reduced to normal by the time ionizations
are diffused, it results in the full recovery of the same gap.
It results in breakdown voltage of the second gap changes
to nearly the same as its normal self-breakdown voltage.
It results in under recovery for delay times lower than the
above, wherein the pressure in the same gap is higher than
the normal or the leftover ionizations leads to breakdown at
lower voltages. It results in breakdown voltage of the second
gap changes to less than its normal self-breakdown voltage
for periods of up to 10 ms. The effect of gap spacing and
gap pressure on the breakdown voltages of the low pressure
sparkgaps (with single and two gaps) have been studied and
reported here.

II. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP

The cross-sectional view of the low pressure sparkgap with
two gaps is shown in Fig. 1. The experimental setup, the
sparkgap assembly, measurement of voltages and currents are
similar to the one used forover recoverystudies with single
sparkgap [1], [2]. The two sets of sparkgaps are assembled
in the same chamber with one set above the other (60 mm
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Fig. 1. Experimental chamber of low pressure sparkgap with two sparkgaps.

between central axis of electrodes), at the center of polymethyl
methacrylate (PMMA) chamber (150 mm diameter, 100 mm
height). The stainless steel sparkgap electrodes (40 mm di-
ameter, 10 mm thick) are of Rogowskii profile, machined on
a CNC lathe, for a uniform electric field between electrodes.
Two YK-218 cables (65 kV, 20.9 , 250 pF/m, 8 m length
each) are connected to each pair of electrodes
through PMMA insulator and a copper tube for co-axial return
path. These two YK-218 cables are connected to the respective
Tesla transformers at the other ends. All the four cables are
connected to same sparkgap in case of recovery experiments
of a particular sparkgap. The voltage pulses are applied to the
respective sparkgaps through these cables. The outputs of these
sparkgaps are terminated with copper sulphate load of 5.2
High purity Iolar-2 hydrogen gas is used in these experiments.
The gas is let in through the central hole of the electrodes

and The experimental chamber evacuated to 1.3
10 Pa is filled with the required gas up to133 Pa pressure
and evacuated again to 1.3 10 Pa before starting the
experiments. This flushing process is repeated four times to
maintain the purity of gas.

III. EFFECT ON BREAKDOWN VOLTAGE

DUE TO FIRST PULSE DISCHARGE

A. Discharge Plasma Diffusion in the Direction of Pumping

Fig. 2 shows the sequence of breakdown and plasma move-
ment processes in a low pressure sparkgap with two sparkgaps,
with first pulse applied to the top gap electrode and
second pulse to the bottom gap electrode The typical
Paschen’s characteristic is shown in Fig. 3. The possible ways
the breakdowns in gap is effected are 1) the ultra violet
and other lights from the discharge in illuminates and
hence causes some ionizations which reduces the breakdown
voltage of in nanoseconds range, 2) the ions from
also enters and reduces the breakdown voltage of in
microseconds range, and 3) shockwaves due to discharge in

also causes fluctuation of pressure in the gapThis can
increase or decrease the breakdown voltage ofin hundreds

(a)

(b)

(c)

Fig. 2. Breakdown and plasma movement processes in low pressure spark-
gap with two sparkgaps, diffusion in the direction of pumping.

of microseconds to a few milliseconds range. In the present
low pressure sparkgap recovery experiments, the shockwaves
play a major role since the recovery times are in the range
of hundreds of microseconds to a few milliseconds [1], [2].
The shockwave velocity is the combined effect of discharge in
sparkgap and the direction of vacuum system pumping. When
the first pulse is applied to gap , the velocity is higher
compared to the case of first pulse applied to the gapThe
first pulse is applied to the gap at a time and having
a pressure of This gap breaks down at a voltage as
shown in Fig. 2(a), (point A on Fig. 3) and produces plasma
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Fig. 3 Typical Paschens’ characteristics of low pressure sparkgap.

and shockwaves in the gap as shown in Fig. 2(b). This results
in an increase in temperature and pressure in the gaps. The
plasma starts diffusing to the walls resulting in decrease in
temperature and pressure of the gap. The breakdown behavior
of the gaps changes due to diffusion of plasma to the walls.
The pressure in the gap reduces to at a time If the
second pulse is applied at this instant, the gap breaks down
at a voltage (point on Fig. 3). This shows that the
gap has been affected due to discharge in At this time
the gap has not returned to its pre-breakdown status. If
the second pulse is applied to the gap at a later instant
with the pressure (Fig. 2(c), point C on Fig. 3) and
results in breakdown at a voltage Since there are no
previous discharges in the changes in breakdown voltage

is possible only with change in pressure in the gap due
to Paschen’s characteristics. This demonstrates that the only
pressure reduction in the gap results in breakdown voltages
higher than the first pulse breakdown voltages after the first
pulse breakdown. When the breakdowns are in the same gap,
the pressure reduction in the gap results in breakdown voltages
higher than the first pulse breakdown voltages during the
recovery period and it is calledover recoveryin low pressure
sparkgaps.

B. Discharge Plasma Diffusion in the
Opposite Direction of Pumping

Fig. 4 shows sequence of breakdown and plasma movement
in low pressure sparkgap with two sparkgaps, with first pulse
applied to the bottom gap and second pulse to the top
gap The first pulse is applied at a time with a
pressure in the gap to the gap as shown in Fig. 4(a).
This gap breaks down at a voltage and produces plasma
and shockwaves in the gap as shown in Fig. 4(b) (Fig. 3,
point A). This increases the pressure and temperature in the
gaps. This plasma starts diffusing to the walls and the self
breakdown voltage of the second gap starts increasing with
reduction in pressure in the gap. The pressure in the gap

decreases to at a time The effect of discharge

(a)

(b)

(c)

Fig. 4. Breakdown and plasma movement processes in low pressure spark-
gap with two sparkgaps, diffusion against the direction of pumping.

in on are similar to the case mentioned above but
the shockwave velocity can be lower due to shockwave and
vacuum pumping are in the opposite directions. If the second
pulse is applied at this instant , the gap breaks down
at a voltage , as shown in Fig. 4(b) (Fig. 3, point
B). This shows that the gap has been affected due to
discharge in and has not returned to its pre-breakdown
status up to a time If the second pulse is applied at a
later instant at which time the pressure is , as
shown in Fig. 4(c) (Fig. 3, point D) due to expansion of
the plasma in the gap diffusing against the pumping system,
it may breakdown at a voltage It can be noted
from Paschen’s characteristics that with pressure the
breakdown occurs at a voltage However with large
delay times, the pressure reachescorresponding to normal
self-breakdown voltage. Breakdowns at higher than normal
self-breakdown voltages are generally not possible in these
cases. Since there are no discharges in the second gap, the
changes in self-breakdown voltages are attributed mainly due
to changes in the gap pressure due to first pulse discharge
corresponding to Paschen’s characteristics.

IV. BREAKDOWN VOLTAGE CHARACTERISTICS

The experiments to determine the breakdown voltage char-
acteristics of low pressure sparkgap with two sparkgaps are
conducted for four gap spacings with hydrogen gas at 2.1
Pa gap pressure. Fig. 5 presents the typical pairs of BDV
pulses of first pulse to gap and second pulse to gap

Fig. 6 presents the typical waveforms of the current in
the gap The Fig. 7 presents the BDV characteristics of
the gap after the breakdown of the gap for different
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Fig. 5. Typical first and second voltage pulse waveforms, (hydrogen gas,
�ve polarity, 10 mm gap, 2.1 Pa, 5.2
):

Fig. 6. Typical current pulse waveforms, hydrogen gas,�ve polarity, 10
mm gap, 2.1 Pa, 5.2
, 50% current reversal.

gap spacings. The Fig. 8 presents the BDV characteristics of
the gap after the breakdown of the gap and vice-
versa for 10 mm gap spacings. Each of the characteristics of
Figs. 7 and 8 are the average of four similar characteristics.
The self BDV’s of the gaps have been recorded at
regular intervals during the BDV characteristics experiments
which are plotted in these characteristics. The recordings show
breakdown voltages of the second gap higher than the first gap
of the low pressure sparkgap with two sparkgaps. Figs. 9 and
10 shows the recovery characteristics of the two sparkgaps
along with spread in breakdown voltage data, after the first
pulse breakdown. These characteristics showover recovery
for both sparkgaps in the range of 25–30%. It may also
be noted that the breakdown voltages in these experiments
are low compared to two gap experiments due to higher
load capacitance (4000 pF against 2000 pF for two gaps).
In case of two sparkgaps, two cables discharge through the
sparkgap. In case of recovery experiments of single gap, the

four cables discharge into the sparkgap. This changes the
risetime of the applied pulse as well as current waveshape.
These characteristics for a single low pressure sparkgap have
been presented and discussed in [2].

There are mainly two types of breakdown voltage character-
istics in case of two sparkgap setup. Incase one, the first pulse
is applied to gap and incase two, the first pulse is applied to
gap The BDV’s of gaps and have been reduced due
to discharge in the gaps and , respectively. Initially the
second gap breaks down after about 2 to 10s of the
breakdown of the first gap Once the main discharge
is complete, the BDV of second gap improves with
time, increases from 20 to 80% of its predischarge BDV in
200 to 700 s for case oneand 27 to 47% forcase two. It
reaches prebreakdown conditions in about 1–3 ms time for
case one. The BDV of gap with long gap spacings (6.5
mm and 10 mm) increases to greater than its predischarge
BDV in less than 10 ms. But the BDV of short gap (3.5
mm) does not reach its predischarge BDV even up to 10 ms.
It may be noted that each gap recovery characteristics shows
over recoverywhen tested independently (Figs. 9 and 10).

V. DISCUSSIONS

In case of low pressure sparkgap with two sparkgaps, there
is a small difference in self BDV of these two gaps due to
statistical variations. However, it is not significant. The BDV
of gaps reduces approximately to zero voltage in less
than 5 s–10 s (Figs. 7 and 8) due to fast diffusion of plasma
at a velocity of approximately 1–2 cms/s from gaps ,
respectively. The BDV of the gaps improves slowly
with time due to diffusion of ions to the walls. It increases to
about 1 kV in 25 s in case one(Fig. 7) and about 2 kV in
25 to 60 s in case two(Fig. 8). This shows that majority of
the ionizations have moved to the gap in 25 s with an
average velocity of 6 cms/25 s cms/ s for case one
and to the gap in 60 s with an average velocity of 6
cms/60 s cms/ s for case twodue to shockwave by
this time. Once the ionization from first gap diffusing to the
second gap decrease to zero, the second gap returns to normal
at a faster rate. The BDV’s of after the discharge in gap

are higher than self BDV of the gap for gap spacings
of 10 mm, 6.5 mm, and 5 mm, and lower for 3.5 mm forcase
one. The BDV of gap does not increase to greater than
or equal to its predischarge BDV for case two. This indicates
that the pressure in the gap does not reduce to below its
normal pressure due to slow moving shockwave. Since there
is no previous discharge in the gaps change in BDV
to greater than its self-breakdown value is possible only with
reduction of pressure in the first gap due to discharge in the
second gap. This indicates that the pressure in the gap
reduces below normal pressure due to the discharge in the
gap for 5 mm, 6.5 mm, and 10 mm gap spacings. The
shockwave of the gap may completely enter the larger gap
spacings of and reduce the pressure in the gap to below
normal gap pressure. The shock wave may not enter to the
gap without being deflected by the electrodes in case of
3.5 mm gap spacings. The increase in BDV’s of 6.5 mm and
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Fig. 7. Second pulse BDV characteristics, hydrogen gas,�ve polarity, 50% reversal (1) SBV ofG2 = 42 kV, (2) SBV of G2 = 40 kV, (3) SBV of
G2 = 39 kV, (4) G1 = 5 mm, G2 = 6:5 mm, (5) G1 = 5 mm, G2 = 5 mm, and (6)G1 = 5 mm andG2 = 3:5 mm.

Fig. 8. Second pulse BDV characteristics, hydrogen gas,�ve polarity, 50% reversal (1) SBV ofG2 = 40 kV, (2) SBV of G1 = 39 kV, (3) first
pulse to G1, and (4) first pulse toG2:

10 mm gap spacings to greater than their self BDV’s clearly
demonstrates that the pressure in the gap reduces to lower

than its normal pressure, since there is no previous discharge
in this gap. This also indicates that the probability of change in
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Fig. 9. Significance of over recovery with range of breakdown voltages of first gap for hydrogen gas, 5 mm gap,�ve polarity, 50% current reversal,
5.2 
 load, 2.1 Pa pressure: (1) recovery pulse BDV’s and (2) first pulse BDV’s.

Fig. 10. Significance of over recovery with range of breakdown voltages of second gap for hydrogen gas, 5 mm gap,�ve polarity, 50% current reversal,
5.2 
 load, 2.1 Pa gap pressure: (1) recovery pulse BDV’s and (2) first pulse BDV’s.

BDV to greater than its self-BDV value in one sparkgap due

to the discharge in the other is very high when the shockwave

has to move in the direction of pumping system. The pressure

reduction in the gap below normal pressure after discharge

is the main reason forover recoveryof the low pressure

sparkgaps to the left of Paschen’s minimum.
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VI. CONCLUSIONS

The discharge in one of the gaps reduces the BDV of the
other gap placed some distant apart in a two gap setup. This
change is a function of shockwave velocity and direction of
pumping. This can lead to changes in BDV’s, greater than its
predischarge BDV of the other gap. The change in BDV’s is
less predominant in gaps greater than or equal to the first gap.
The over recoveryof the low pressure sparkgaps can result
when the shock wave produced due to first pulse discharge
can reduce the pressure in the same gap to below normal
pressures. Even though the experiments have been conducted
for only hydrogen gas, similar behavior can be expected from
other gases like argon, deuterium, etc.
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